INTRODUCTION
Let R be a commutative noetherian d-dimensional ring. Recall that for n > d + 2 the group E,(R) (the subgroup of GL,(R) generated by elementary matrices) acts transitively on Urn,,(R), the set of unimodular rows of length .YI over R. If d > 2, we will describe an abelian group structure on Urxd+ ,(R)/ Ed+,(R). This group structure will be closely related with the higher Mennicke symbols of Suslin. In fact this article is mainly an elaboration of a theme in Suslin ( 141 (in particular [ 14, Sect. 11 j, Recall that for d = I, b ] the Bass-Kubota theorem there is a bijection MS,(R) ++ Umz(R)/SLz(R) fl E(R), where MSz(R) denotes the target group of the universal Mennicke symbol, as in Suslin [ 13, Sect. 51. We will see that more generally hfS,+ ,(R) * um,, , (R)/SL,+ ,(R) f'E(R) if d is odd. Now let d = 2. Then, by a theorem of Vaserstein, Um,(R)/E, (R) . IS in bijective correspondence with a certain Witt group [ 17, Cor. 7.41 . In particular Um,(R)/E,(R) gets the structure of an abelian group. We will derive from this (inductively) the structure of an abelian group on Urn,, ,(R)/E,+ ,(R) for d > 3. (It would be desirable to have an interpretation of these abelian groups in terms of Witt groups or of similar Grothendieck groups of categories.)
As an intriguing by-product we get an abelian group structure on the set of isomorphism classes of oriented stably free rank d projective modules. (If d is odd one does not need the orientations. See 4.8.)
We will borrow heavily from the work of Suslin and Vaserstein. For the convenience of the reader we have included a proof of Vaserstein's prestabilization theorem for K, , making no restriction on the presence of zero-divisors. (In Vaserstein's original proof such restrictions were made, but he has long since been able to remove them. Because of the crucial role his theorem plays in connecting higher Mennicke symbols with ordinary K-363
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groups and with the group constructed in this article, an updated exposition seemed desirable.)
2. VASERSTEIN'S PRE-STABILIZATION THEOREM FOR K, (2.1). Let A be an associative ring with 1 and let 1 be a two-sided ideal in A. For n 2 2 we define E#, I) to be the subgroup of GLJA) generated by the ei,(a) with a E A, 2 < i < IZ, and the ej,(x), x E 1, 2 ,< i < n. Recall that E,(A, 1) denotes the smallest normal subgroup of E,(A) containing the elements e?,(x) with x E I. As is pointed out in [ 17, Sect. 21, E, (A, I ) is generated by elements eij(a) eii(x) e&a)
with a E A, x E 1, i #j, provided that n > 3. (The proof (see (21, Lemma 8] ), exploits the Steinberg relations, as in the next proof.) Recall that GL,(A, I) = ker(GL,(A) + GL,@/I)). For n > 3 the following sequence is exact.
--f E,('4,1) + EA(A? I) --f E:,(A/I, 0) + 1. Thus E,(A, I) equals E,@, I) n GL,(A, I).
Proofi It suffices to show that ,!?:(A, I) contains the sets S, = (eij(a) ej,(x) e,(-a): a E A, x E Z} for all roots ij (cf. 2.1). In the following computation we show that if E$l, I) contains Si, and Sjlr it contains Si,i. We write 8 for some elements of I , where "y denotes xq'x-' and [x,j] denotes "J . J!-', as usual. Let xEZ, aEA. We get (compare also [6, 3.51) eii'")eji (,y The ring A is finitely generated as a module over a central subring R. There is an integer n so that the maximal spectrum of R is the union of I/(1) = jm: the image of I in .4/tnA is contained in the Jacobson radical of A/m4 } and finitely many subsets Vi, where each Vi, when endowed with the (topolqgy induced from the) Zariski topology is a noetherian space of dimension <d. (The reader may feel more comfortable with the special case where A = I = R is a commutative noetherian ring of dimension d). As a subspace of a noetherian space X never has larger dimension than X, we further assume that the Vi are disjoint from each other and from V(1). We now wish to choose ri E A so that r,,, E 1 and so that 0, = a, + Cirs airi is a unit in A @ R,/mj for j = l,.... g. To see that this is possible, consider the image r of I in A = A @ R/m, f7 ... f-7 m, = fl,jA @ Rirnj and observe that we can use the argument above in each factor A @ R/m,, as R/m,; is a field. Now compute as in [20, proof Theorem 3.51: One finds 4 in R 17 a',., 4, q not in any of the mj, applies the inductive assumption to the image of I in A,iqA. with s deleted from S, and so on.
(2.5) Contrary to [20] we will further restrict ourselves to the case d > 1. Proof. The proof in [4] is given for the case that A is a l-dimensional domain. As is well known, one can easily deal with zero divisors. Before sketching the argument we give some definitions. If X is an irreducible component of dimension d of one of the Vi (see (2. 3)), we say that the prime ideal p = nrncx rtt is a critical prime ideal. There are finitely many critical primes. If p is critical then R/p is infinite, because d > 1. Recall that this fact is useful for achieving "multiple" goals (compare [6, Sect. 2: 6; 71) . In this article we say that an element a of A is in general position if for each critical p, a @ 1 is a unit in d(p) = A OR k(p), where k(p) is the field of fractions of R/p. If a is in general position, there is an x E A such that xa E R, xu E p for each critical pi Observe that spec(R/xaR) is the union of V(I+ .uuA/xaA) and finitely many subspaces of dimension at most d -1. Let C (cf. [6, 7, 8] ) denote the set of elements of GL,+>(Aj that can be written as ('y y )( i I;') with ME EA+ ,(A, I) f? GLd+ !(A. I), t' a row with (2) The image of I in A= A/(In R) A is contained in the Jacobson radical of x 3. THE GROUPS MSEd+ ,(R, I) In this section we prove the main result (Theorem 3.6). We prove the existence of a group structure on certain orbit sets, first in the absolute case, then relative to an ideal. It turns out that the relative case follows from the absolute case because the orbit sets satisfy an excision property (Theorem 3.2 1). Having constructed a multiplicative structure we explore its calculus and show that many known formulas have their counterpart in our setting (Theorems 3. 6, 3.16, 3 .25). (3.8) Remark. By expanding the techniques used in the remainder of the proof, we might give a proof, independent of [ 171, that the operation in Theorem 3.6 yields a group. Little would be gained that way, however. Vaserstein's theorem is simply better. It applies to M,!%,(B) for a wider class of rings B, and it gives a good interpretation for the group which one obtains. For instance? we have not found an independent proof for the fact that the group is abelian. and put L'*,w=(zo,z,,z2, t). It is easy to show that this is well defined. One may also use them at this stage to move t more easily into general position: Use that we may refine the partition of the maximal spectrum in 2.3 so that V(pR + qR) and V(yR + zR) are themselves partitioned by the Vi that they contain.) To see that ~1 *2 u' is well defined, suppose (t') is in general position, t' -u3 E v,R + v,R + oZR, t' -w3 E w,,R + w,R + w,R. We have to show that (u,, L', 7 vz, t) x, (q), w,, lV2. t) = (vo, II,, uz, t') *i (w*, w,, 11'2, t'j.
Neither side changes if we operate upon the rows (vi,, a, T uz), (1~~ , bvi, n~~'z) by elements of E,(R). It is easy to see (use a convenient partitioning of the maximal spectrum) that we can arrange (by having elements of E,(R) act) that ( If s, YE MSEd+ I(R), choose v, VJ so that x = mse(c). p = mse(up) and put x . J' = v e3 EJ. We will see later that this is the same operation as in Theorem 3.6 (see 3.32). Now we wish to show that the operation is well-defined. We have to show that vg *:i:3 u~h = c *3 iv for g, h E Ed+,(R). Deduce from the above that the answer does not change if we add a multiple of L' ~, vi (2) For now we will be working with the description of the group structure by means of *3 (see 3.13). (ii) . To prove the second equality one multiplies (6, t, b2t) from the right by an element of E2(R) that modulo 1 + at looks like diag(t, t-'). Let m, ,..., tn, be the finitely many maximal ideals containing J= v,R + --. + v,R and let S be the complement in R of l.Jy=, m,. Note that J=u,R + ..+ + u,R (e.g., use Cramer's rule twice). Let M be the associate matrix of N, such that NM= MN = det(N) . 1,. As det(g) = 1 we have det (N)=u,ES,anddet(M)=u~-'ES,soMEGL,(S-*R).TheringS-'R is semi-local, so E, with E E E,(S-'R).
Choose s E S so that 
2). It is also invariant under matrices of the form ( i ,z{) with M E E+ ,(B).
Proof: Write v = (1 + a,, a, ,..., a,) , aj E J, and ret t E B. For 2 < i ,< n, 2 <j < n, i #j, we have v . eij(r) = v . e,,.(ai t) eij(-ta,), which is in v's orbit. (Here one needs that B is commutative.) AIso v . ei,(t) = v e e,(t) ej,(l) e,(-t) ej,(-1).
In the right hand side we may replace e,(t), eji(-t), by suitable elements of the normal subgroup E,(Z @J, J) of E,,(S 6 J), because of the previous computation. Therefore eil(t) leaves the orbit invariant and all transposes of "the" generators of E:,(B, J) leave the orbit invariant. (~1 rf L' E Urn,+, (I) and g is one of the matrices in 3.22 then mse(tl j = mse(zT . g).
Remark. If t is a unit in R one easily checks (using part (iij for instancei that (Us,.... vd) ti (u,,,..., ad-i, tv,) induces a group endomorphism of MSE,+ , (I) . If t is not a square this endomorphism may be non-trivial (see 4.16. 4.13) so that in (iii), (iv), det( g) really has to be a square of a unit. (ii) The second equality follows as in 3.18, now using Lemma 3.22.
To prove the first equality observe that mse(v) = mse (1 + at, (-at)' b,, b2,. .., bd) = mse ( 1 + at, b, t2, b, ,. .., bd) . mse ( 1 + at, a', 6, ,..., bd) , where the last equality follows by excision from 3.16(iii). Now observe that
(1 + at, a') is unimodular. 
Then 1 f DY = e,,(a,) e2r(al p) e,?(-a,,), so that Lemma 2.14 yields 1 + YDESL,(R)nEL(R ,I ). Now that g normalizes EL ,,(R, I), we represent rnse( c ). mset, 2). mse(v . g) by the corresponding elements of Urn:+ ,(R, Ij/G: ~ ,(R, I) (see Lemma 3.29) . Given 01, p, y E EA t1 (Z @I, I) (which maps into Ei, ,(R, Ij). (3.3 1) Let 0 < r < d. We prove part (iii) by induction on d. As module or+ ,R + . . . + y,R the determinant of g is a square of a unit t and y,, -1 is a multiple of t, we may use (ii) to replace y, by yi det( g), and similarly z, by z, det (g). Therefore, replacing g by g . diag (1, det(g), I ,..., l), we may further assume that det( g) is a square in R. Put Proof. Reduce to the case that pi = qi for i > 2. We may assume that Fj is computed (in the fashion described in Theorem 3.6) from the pi, qj, z,~, where z = (zO ,..., zd) is I-unimodular brith Ci qizi = 1. By excision the result follows from part (iii), applied to MSEd+ ,(Z @ I, Z @ Z). Similarly zd may be replaced by zd . det(g) and we further assume, as in 3.31. that det(g) is a square in R. Put J=y,R + ... +y,R+det(g)t~,.+~Rf~..+det(g)c,R.
As in 3.3 1 we may add elements of IJ to yO and we may further assume that -rO is in general position. Use Lemma 3.33 and finish as in 3.31. (We use Suslin's notation for higher Mennicke symbols; see [ 13, Sect. 51) . We claim that the kernel of this homomorphism is equal to the group M generated by the elements of the form mse ( 1 +pt, tu, Example. L,et 2x; -M= ( 1 2x,x, 2x,x1-2x,x, 2x,x2 -2x; + i i . Then ,@E SL, (RJxzR2) and (xi + x,x, + s;, x,xz) hl= (xi -.KoX2 -si, 2s,s, + s,sz) so that
